Abstract -Cellular communications using High Altitude Platform (HAPs) are studied for next generation broadband wireless network providing also Third Generation (3G) mobile services. The Connection Admission Control (CAC) issue in a HAP-UMTS communication system represents a key problem in order to increase the capacity in terms of admitted users preserving the agreement quality of service.
INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, there has been significant interest from the international community primarily relating to the aeronautical design of unmanned, long endurance airborne platforms, able to fly at altitudes of 15-30 km, and known as High Altitude platforms (HAPs). They could play a role similar to artificial satellites, with the major advantages of being less expensive, more adaptable and closer to the ground [1] [2] .
The main advantage of the use of HAPs for cellular telephone services is the possibility of covering areas with particular characteristics: rural low population density areas, sea regions, mountain regions which could be covered only with micro cells, which in turn are not economically convenient due to the low expected traffic. In addition, a HAP base station could be employed to support the telecommunication systems in emergency situations, when the usual telecommunication infrastructure suddenly becomes unavailable.
The use of stratospheric platforms could aim at an extension and integration with the GSM or UMTS standards, at a very low cost respect to satellite solutions. Another HAP feature is that the platform can periodically take off from the ground; this allows the payload to be upgraded allowing it to benefit from advances in terrestrial systems technology.
The system compatibility with future generation mobile radio standards can also be assumed because this can be achieved by simply substituting the platform payload. It is worth noting that the estimated costs of HAPs are very low in comparison to satellite based solutions [2] .
One of the unique characteristics of an integrated HAP -UMTS system is that all base stations are collocated thus information on the current interference conditions within the cells can be exchanged between base stations with minimal signaling overheads and delay. This enables the HAPs to centrally manage the amount of interference in all cells within the coverage area and allocate resources efficiently and optimally. For this reason a good connection admission control algorithm is a very crucial issue for this system architecture in order to enlarge the system capacity guaranteeing an agreed quality of service to all traffic connections.
According to the previous consideration, we propose a CAC strategy based on dynamic power sharing that is possible to be implemented only on the HAP station, because all the UMTS base stations are placed on the same platform, thus they can share their resources in a very easy and cheap way.
Section II summarizes the reference scenario and the system architecture proposed and simulated. Section III illustrates the CAC algorithms. Section IV reports simulations assumptions and traffic scenarios; numerical results are summarized in section V. Finally conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. THE REFERENCE SCENARIO
In our studies we assume that a HAP carrying a wideband CDMA (W-CDMA) communications payload and a multi-beam phased array antenna is positioned in the center of an urban environment (Manhattan model) at an altitude of 21 km in the stratosphere providing mobile communications services through hundreds of spot beams similar to the traditional cellular systems [3] . Any residual pointing error due to movement of the HAP is assumed to be compensated by appropriate station keeping mechanisms [4] .
The mobility and network issues have been analyzed separately and implemented in two different simulators, due to the system simulation complexity. Cellular coverage is obtained using a Multibeam Phased Array Antenna considering that the cells near the nadir are approximately equally sized and circular in shape. According to [5] , the cell radius was chosen to be equal to 1 km using the mathematical hexagonal cell approximation; moreover the cellular coverage obtained by the network simulator consists of 27 cells covering an urban area of about 68 km 2 as shown in figure 1 . In a mixed traffic environment, mobiles of different service types have a different quality of service (QoS) and hence different signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) requirements.
In the proposed scenario it is possible to manage three different service classes having different traffic parameters like transmission rate, mean duration time and energy per bit interference ratio as shown in the following table [6] [7] . 
III. INTERFERENCE MODEL AND CAC ALGORITHMS
In this section the interference model for HAP carrying WCDMA payload is described. The model is taken from [5] , where it is assumed that the total received power at the base station is a suitable criterion for CAC. In the reverse link, each mobile is power controlled by its serving base stations so that the base station receives the same power, S k, from all mobiles of the k th service class. We consider a reference cell served by BS 0 located at nadir as shown in Fig. 2 . The power received by BS 0 from mobiles within its serving cell can be written as
The power received by BS 0 from its J adjacent cell is
where l j,kmj and l 0,kmj are the distances from mobile (k,m,j) to the antennas of BS j and BS 0 respectively. ξ j,kmj and ξ 0,kmj denote the shadowing levels corresponding to these two paths. α is the path loss exponent. G(ψ j,kmj ) and G(ψ 0,kmj ) are the normalized receiving antenna gains evaluated at the angles under which mobile (k,m,j) is seen from the antenna boresights of BS j and BS 0 respectively. As the dimensions of the phased array antenna are negligible compared to the height of the HAP platform [8] , the signal propagating from the mobile to both base station antennas traverses almost the same path and distance and is thus subjected to approximately the same shadowing. Therefore, we approximate l j,kmj ≈ l 0,kmj , ξ j,kmj ≈ ξ 0,kmj . Hence, (2) can be simplified and expressed as
From (2) and (3), the total power received by BS 0 is
The value of background noise is -132 dBW [8] that is equivalent to 6.31 ⋅ 10 -14 W. Since, the value of background noise is much smaller than value of received power, P BN is ignored.
For each service class, the Symbol to Interference Ratio Threshold (SIR th ) value can be calculated [9] as
where:
energy per bit to interference power spectral density of k th service class; R k message data rate in bits per second of k th service class; W Chip rate. Ignoring background noise, we can express the received SIR of an active mobile of the kth service class in the reference cell as:
In order to meet distinct QoS categories, different service classes have different constraints on the required received powers at the base stations. The ratio of the base station received power for a mobile of the k th service to that for a mobile of the lowest bit rate service (k=1) can be expressed as :
To ensure that all mobiles of different service classes maintain their respective QoS, we require 
This means that outage for each of three services will occur if the total received power exceed 34.047W.
In order to perform the admission decision based on the total received power, the last parameter that is necessary to evaluate is the value of S k for each service class. Referring to a previous study conducted on different UMTS service classes [6] we know that, the exact value of the Outage Threshold for a voice call traffic source with transmission rate equal to 32kbps, is -15.2dB; consequently calculating the value of Once S 1 is known, it is easy to calculate the power values for the second and third service class using the ratio power values as shown in (7). According to [10] we chose to use an activity factor equal to 0.67 for the vocal call, 0.75 for the video call and 0.2 for the streaming call given that for the last service class, over the uplink channel, only request and control information are transmitted
The reference CAC algorithm [5] used for the benchmark test towards the proposed one is based on the total received power at the HAP; it is possible to evaluate the maximum block probability value for the entire system block T P that represents the maximum power value received by the single HAP station guaranteeing the agreed QoS for each traffic class.
The connection admission control procedure using the full centralized power sharing (FCPS) approach is based on total power received by the platform from all users of all base stations instead of the power received by the single base station as shown in the following formula 
where the first term represents the total power due to the active calls while the second one represents the total power value required by new calls submitted to the admission phase for the HAP; N is the total number of base stations belonging to the system architecture.
If the admission condition is satisfied, all the incoming calls will be accepted, otherwise, one call will be blocked and the admission condition is verified again; if the admission procedure is not verified and all the incoming calls are blocked, an active call will be dropped.
If the total admission condition is not verified, it is necessary to block the incoming calls or to drop the previously admitted calls, respecting the service class priority order (voice, video, streaming); between two connections with the same priority, the connection which causes major interference in the system will be dropped.
The biggest problem of this admission approach consists in an excessive calls blocking for the traffic sources located in the middle of the coverage area as shown in fig. 3 . The cells in the center of the map are affected by an higher level of interference, because they receive interference contributions from all the active users in the system. Infact, the maximum expected block probability level (2%) is not respected for the central cell (number 14), and, also in all the cells belonging to the first ring of the cellular coverage area (see fig. 3 ).
With the aim of resolving the previous issue, we propose a fairer call admission strategy, introducing dynamic threshold power values for each base station.
The new algorithm called Dynamic Fair Power Sharing (DFPS) consists of two dedicated data structures for the dynamic power assignment:
Power threshold in which are stored the maximum power values received by each BS Power available in which are stored the maximum power values that each BS makes available to the others BS These data structure will be used by the CAC in order to establish, time by time, the exact threshold power value of each BS.
The data structure will be initialized in the following way where the first term represents the total power due to the active calls while the second one represents the total power value required by the new calls submitted to the admission phase for each cell area.
For each new incoming call, if the admission condition is respected, the unused power is reallocated to each base station through the "redistribute unused power" procedure. On the contrary, the algorithm tries to increase the threshold power level of the base stations that do not respect the admission condition, this is accomplished by the "power reallocation" procedure, which consists in taking more power from the "Power available" structure After that, the admission condition is evaluated again and, if the available power, that represents a pool of shared resources, is still not enough, the CAC algorithm begins to block and to drop the connections in the following order:
1. block the coming calls in a cell that does not verify the admission condition; 2. drop the active calls that are in the handover phase over a cell that does not verify the admission condition; 3. drop the active calls in cell that does not verify the admission condition; Obviously, the streaming calls will be blocked/dropped as first, then the video calls and, at the end the voice calls.
When a block/drop occurs, the admission condition is evaluated again until it turns out to be true.
The unused power is redistributed to the other base stations, granting a privilege, firstly to the cell in the middle of the map under the HAP, then to the cells afferent to the first ring, second ring and so on.
This power redistribution strategy is motivated by the very high additive interference level in the middle of the map, due to all mobile users as already explained before.
Even though the proposed DFPS algorithm increases the complexity of the admission procedure especially with the dynamic modification of the threshold value and the redistributing of the unused power, we believe that this complexity can be easily managed because the CAC algorithm can be implemented in a ground HAP-master control station (H-MCS) [11] using very fast processors; anyway, this analysis is out of the scope of the paper.
IV. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULTS
The main simulator that summarizes all the issues described in this work concerning the connection admission control algorithms over the uplink segment, has been called HUMANS (HAP UMTS Mobility And Network Simulator).
HUMANS consists of a mobility simulator module and of network simulator module. The mobility simulator module implements a Manhattan-like mobility model [12] for the urban environment with a grid of rectangular streets and squared buildings.
All the streets are one way, the vertical streets have the north and south direction alternately while the horizontal streets have the east ant west direction; each crossroad is regulated by a couple of traffic lights.
Each vehicle is characterized by the following parameters: X and Y co-ordinates, instantaneous speed, instantaneous acceleration, in addition it owns an intentional speed, a maximum acceleration and deceleration value.
Each vehicle preserves the safety distance with the previous one and can execute the overtaking procedure when its own speed value is larger than the speed of the vehicle which precedes on the same lane. The network simulator module is used for the creation of the cellular coverage, for the calls generation, for the management and the admission of the traffic sources through the algorithms described in the previous session.
Traffic sources are generated according to a Poisson process while the mean call duration follows an exponential distribution law; moreover the calls generation can be uniformly distributed or focused on a particular zone of the coverage area in order to test the system behavior under balanced or unbalanced traffic load conditions. Before explaining the obtained results, it is necessary to specify that the maximum system capacity supported by a cellular system corresponds to an input load [Erlang/cell] that guarantees a maximum block probability value equal to 2% [10] . According to the previous definition, the figures 5-6 show the system behavior varying the power percentage that each BS makes available for the others. a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a   a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a It is possible to note that the system performances in term of GoS (grade of service) [5] increases when the available power percentage augments from 5% to 30%; over the 30% the system performance in term of mean active calls is always the same.
The figures 7-8 show the system performances using the two admission algorithm, it is possible to observe that the blocking probability is always the same in the whole architecture, up to the system capacity value (95 Erlang/cell). These results confirm that the new admission algorithm guarantees the same system performances in terms of block probability and maximum number of active calls compared to the old one. Moreover, using the DPSC algorithm, the block probability is fairly distributed over each cell as shown in figure 9 and the values are always under the 2%. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we designed and tested a HAP-UMTS system architecture proposing a novel strategy for the admission procedure based on dynamic power sharing (DFPS). The simulations show very similar results regarding the overall blocking probability and the average number of active calls, the new achievement of the proposed admission control scheme is that the blocking probability is spread all over the system in the same way and it is not affected by the position of the cell in the simulated grid. These results turn in guaranteeing an high fairness level to all users of a third generation cellular system even in presence of very high traffic load.
